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Implementation of distortion symmetry for the nudged elastic
band method with DiSPy
Jason M. Munro1,2, Vincent S. Liu1, Venkatraman Gopalan 1,3,4 and Ismaila Dabo1,2

The nudged elastic band (NEB) method is a commonly used approach for the calculation of minimum energy pathways of kinetic
processes. However, the final paths obtained rely heavily on the nature of the initially chosen path. This often necessitates running
multiple calculations with differing starting points in order to obtain accurate results. Recently, it has been shown that the NEB
algorithm can only conserve or raise the distortion symmetry exhibited by an initial pathway. Using this knowledge, symmetry-
adapted perturbations can be generated and used as a tool to systematically lower the initial path symmetry, enabling the
exploration of other low-energy pathways that may exist. Here, the group and representation theory details behind this process are
presented and implemented in a standalone piece of software (DiSPy). The method is then demonstrated by applying it to the
calculation of ferroelectric switching pathways in LiNbO3. Previously reported pathways are more easily obtained, with new paths
also being found which involve a higher degree of atomic coordination.
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INTRODUCTION
A distortion is the pathway by which a system transforms in its
transition between two or more physical states. Distortions are
ubiquitous in nature and crucial in our understanding of physical
processes. Recently, the concept of distortion symmetry, an
analog of the symmetry of static structures, has been introduced
by VanLeeuwen and Gopalan1 as a framework to study distortions.
The versatility of distortion symmetry is shown through an array of
insightful examples and applications, including molecular distor-
tions and pseudorotations, minimum energy paths, tensor
properties of crystals, and electronic structures and Berry phases.1

The application to the discovery of minimum energy paths (MEPs)
was further explored by Munro et al.,2 where MEPs overlooked by
conventional techniques are consistently and systematically
generated through symmetry-adapted perturbations made possi-
ble by distortion symmetry. More specifically, it is shown how
these are useful in enabling one to push an initial path along all
possible unstable directions, and explore paths of lower energy
that may exist locally in the potential energy landscape. These
results agree with and extend MEPs found previously by other
researchers using approaches involving physical intuition and
single structure perturbations.
We introduce a thorough treatment of distortion symmetry and

its application to nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations
employed by Munro et al.,2 providing a complete introduction
to the concepts, mathematics, and methods of distortion
symmetry. Furthermore, we illustrate its synergy with powerful
methods in representation theory for generating symmetry-
adapted perturbations in the context of materials science. In
particular, we show the application of our method to ferroelectric
switching in LiNbO3 using a software implementation called DiSPy
(https://github.com/munrojm/DiSPy).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Background and theory
Consider a periodic cell of a crystalline solid in three-dimensions
which contains N atoms. This cell can be represented by the
collection of vectors V ¼ frαi j i ¼ 1; ¼ ;Ng, where rαi gives the
fractional coordinate of atom i with type α in the cell basis. The
spatial symmetry of the structure described by this cell is
characterized by the group (S) of conventional spatial operations
(h∈ S) represented by matrix−vector pairs (R, t), which leave V
invariant:

Rrαi þ t ¼ rαi0 2 V ; (1)

for all h and rαi . Here, R is the matrix representation of the proper
or improper rotation associated with h, and t is the spatial
translation vector.
While conventional symmetry groups represent the symmetry

of a static structure, distortion symmetry and distortion symmetry
groups characterize the symmetry of a distortion pathway. By
considering a pathway described by a set of structures P= {Vm},
the distortion symmetry group (G) of a given distortion pathway is
the closed set of operations (G= {g}) which, when applied to said
pathway, leave it unchanged or result in an equivalent pathway
configuration:

Rrαi;m þ t ¼ rαi0;m0 2 P; (2)

for all g and rαi;m. When considering the transformations
appropriate for distortion symmetry, VanLeeuwen and Gopalan1

first note that a distortion is described by the positions of all
atoms in space at every point in the distortion. It is thus
parameterized by spatial coordinates and a time-like dimension
representing the progress or extent of the distortion, both of
which should be operated upon. To operate on space
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(independent of progress/extent), the elements of conventional
symmetry groups are applied to entire distortion pathways by
transforming all atoms undergoing the distortion at every point in
the path. To operate on the extent of distortion, a new operation
known as distortion reversal (1*) is introduced, which reverses the
entire distortion and generates a pathway from the final state to
the initial state (Fig. 1). 1* can be combined with conventional
symmetry operations, and as such, any element in a distortion
symmetry group is an element of the direct product of the group
of all conventional symmetry elements and the group {1, 1*}.
However, merely referring to the “extent” of a distortion is
problematic. One can define the extent of any point in a physical
distortion in any number of ways (for instance, the elapsed time or
the position of one atom), each method potentially yielding
different results when distortion reversal is applied. VanLeeuwen
and Gopalan1 introduce a parameter (λ) as a reaction (or
distortion) coordinate which is consistent and universal.
As 1* commutes with and is different from any element of a

conventional symmetry group, every element of a distortion
symmetry group is either mathematically equivalent to a
conventional symmetry operation or can be uniquely decom-
posed into the product of 1* and a conventional symmetry
operation. Those elements that fall into the former group are
denoted “unstarred” and those that fall into the latter group
“starred.”
In nature, distortions are continuous—they contain an uncoun-

tably infinite number of intermediate states. Given a continuous
definition of the distortion parameter λ, it is possible to determine
the distortion symmetry group of a path. However, this is difficult
and unnecessary, as a smooth path can be approximated very
precisely with discrete snapshots, or images, of the path. We will
focus on determining distortion symmetry given only the set of
these images {Vλ}. As they do not contain the entirety of the
information of the path, we must reformulate the terms of
distortion symmetry to best suit this approximation.
It would be most precise and convenient if the images are

evenly spaced in λ. This turns out to be the case for images in NEB
calculation, due to the nature of the simulated spring forces at
work (assuming images are near enough to each other to be
approximated by differentials). With this, applying distortion
reversal to a path results in the new distortion coordinate of
every image coinciding with the initial distortion coordinate of its
“opposite” image at −λ. Thus, distortion reversal implies, quite
simply, mapping the first image to the distortion coordinate of
last, the second to the second to last, and so forth. Furthermore, it
is also preferable to work with an odd number of images; if a
middle image exists, it is often a critical transition image.
Moreover, distortion reversal also leaves the distortion coordinate
of the middle image unchanged, providing a bridge between the
conventional symmetry of the middle image and the distortion
symmetry of the path.

With this framework, it is now rather simple to construct the
group of distortion symmetry operations from a set of appropriate
images {Vλ} parameterized with λ corresponding to a distortion
pathway (P).1 First, the operations are separated into the unstarred
and starred categories. If an element is unstarred, it must leave all
images in the distortion pathway invariant. Thus, these elements
are able to be obtained through a simple intersection of the
conventional symmetry groups of all images. Let us denote all
such elements as H, which can be written as

H ¼ \�1�λ�þ1SðλÞ; (3)

where S(λ) is the conventional symmetry group of the image Vλ. H
is a group, as it is the intersection of groups. More explicitly, H can
be determined by finding the total set of symmetry operations in
a common basis that are shared by all of the structures along the
path. If an element is starred, its spatial component must be a
symmetry operation of the middle image V0. These elements can
be determined by finding all symmetry operations of the middle
image that map images at λ to those at −λ (Vλ→ V−λ). The set of
all such operations is denoted as A.
Seeing that all of the elements of a distortion group belong to

one of these two categories, we can write the distortion group (G)
as:

G ¼ H ∪ 1�A: (4)

It is also very convenient that all distortion symmetry groups are
isomorphic to at least one space group, and thus have identical
irreducible representations (irreps).3 We first note that 1* is not an
element of any physically significant distortion symmetry group: if
the opposite were true, the path could be broken down into two
identical distortions, which could be analyzed in place of the
original. Any distortion group G= H ∪ A* is isomorphic to the set
G′= H ∪ A*1*, as 1* is not an element of A*. Furthermore, it is
simple to show that G′ is closed and thus is a valid space group.
One can thus generate a space group isomorphic to any physically
significant distortion symmetry group by making all of its starred
elements unstarred.
We now turn to the application of distortion symmetry to the

NEB method employed in the paper by Munro et al.2 NEB
calculations have had the potential to neglect a number of
potential MEPs. This can be thought of as an analog to the
common failure of static structure relaxation calculations in
providing the ground-state due to force balancing and symmetry
conservation. However, instead of static symmetry being con-
served, it is instead the distortion symmetry of a path.1 In the case
of static structure calculations, the issue can be solved by
perturbing the generated structure with unstable phonon modes
to lower its symmetry. This, however, is computationally costly
and becomes exponentially more so in the case of entire paths,
making a calculation of unstable modes of a path infeasible in
many circumstances. Instead of this, we can utilize the related and
less computationally intensive subject of distortion symmetry.
Using distortion groups, basis vectors for unstable modes of a
path can be generated and used as alternative perturbations.
Since the NEB algorithm is unable to lower the distortion
symmetry of the initial pathway,1 generating perturbations that
selectively break distortion symmetry and invoke path instabilities
is useful in enabling NEB to explore additional pathways that may
exist. More specifically, since all unstable modes of a given
pathway will transform as irreducible representations of its
distortion group, considering this symmetry allows one to push
the path along each and every local instability. The total number
of new initial paths that can then be used with the regular NEB
algorithm are solely determined by the number of irreducible
representations that are accommodated by the periodic cell
chosen for the images. Furthermore, while a random path
perturbation or perturbation of a set of images of the path may
induce the same instabilities, there is no control over which

Fig. 1 A set of displacements of a collection of atoms constituting a
distortion. The distortion is parameterized by a reaction coordinate
λ, which varies between λ=−1 and λ=+1. Applying the 1*
antisymmetry operation reverses the distortion by taking λ→−λ
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unstable mode(s) will be invoked. This becomes important when
there are multiple lower energy paths that may exist that each
have different distortion groups, and are therefore accessible
through different path instabilities. For example, this can be seen
very clearly in the Ca3Ti2O7 calculations and low-energy four-step
paths generated in the paper by Munro et al.2 Additionally, this
can be seen in examples shown later in Fig. 5. A detailed
exposition of how symmetry-adapted path perturbations are
generated using the irreducible representations of the distortion
group is presented in the following text.
Consider the vector space U, hereon referred to as “distortion

space”, of all possible distortions whose initial and final images are
identical to those of the initial path, with addition and scalar
multiplication defined as the addition and scalar multiplication of
the vector displacements of every atom at every λ between −1
and 1. A vector in this space (v∈ U) can be written as a linear
combination of 3Np basis vectors of the space, where p is the
number of images in the path, and N is the number of atoms in
each image. In other words,

v ¼
X3N

i¼1

Xp

j¼1

Cj
id

j
i; (5)

where Cj
i is a constant, dj

i is a basis vector of U representing a
displacement of one of the N atoms in image j in one of the three
cell vector direction, and for all i,

jd1
i j; jdp

i j ¼ 0: (6)

It is simple to show that applying a perturbation (adding a vector
in distortion space to the 3Np-dimensional vector constructed
with rαi;m vectors that represents the original path) preserves all
distortion symmetry operations shared between the initial path
and the perturbation, and breaks all symmetry operations of the
initial path that are not symmetry operations of the perturbation.
To control the distortion symmetry of the perturbed path, we
should therefore control the distortion symmetry of the
perturbation.
Suitable perturbations can be obtained by considering the

irreducible representations (irreps) of the distortion symmetry
group of the initial path. For a brief description of irreps, see
Supplementary Note 1. Similar to the way phonon modes in a
crystal can be categorized using the irreps of its space group,
distortion group irreps allow us to categorize displacive modes of
atoms in a path. Since U is invariant with respect to the elements
g∈ G,

gdj
i ¼

X3N

i¼1

Xp

j¼1

DU
iji0 j0 ðgÞdj

i ¼ dj0
i0 2 U; (7)

for all g and dj
i . Where DU(g) is the matrix of g in the reducible

representation DU constructed using U, it is then possible to obtain
a set of distortion vectors adapted to the irreps of G.
Mathematically, this corresponds to generating basis vectors of
symmetry-invariant subspaces of the distortion space (Wμ ⊂ U):

gwμ
i ¼

Xln

i¼1

Dμ
ii0 ðgÞwμ

i ¼ wμ
i0 2 Wμ; (8)

for all g, and wμ
i . Where Dμ(g) is the matrix of g in the irreducible

representation Dμ constructed using Wμ, and wμ
i is one of its ln

basis vectors. It should be noted that practically the DU matrices
can be generated as:

DUðgÞ ¼ AðgÞ � RðgÞ; (9)

where A(g) is the matrix representing the mapping between
atoms in the path for a given symmetry operation g∈ G, and R(g)
is the 3 × 3 matrix representing the proper or improper rotation
associated with g in the fractional crystal basis of the system.

Therefore, for a given reciprocal lattice vector in the first
Brillouin zone, and commensurate distortion space (see Supple-
mentary Note 1), U can be decomposed into a finite set of
symmetry-invariant irreducible subspaces:

U ¼ �
μ
mμWμ; (10)

where mμ are positive integers indicating the number of times Wμ

appears in U. Consequently, all of the basis vectors (wμ
i ) are

orthogonal, and together form a complete basis for U,

wμ
i ½wμ0

i0 �T ¼ δi;i0δμ;μ0 : (11)

Additionally, a similar orthonormality relation exists between irrep
matrices,
X

g2G
Dμ
ij ðgÞ Dμ0

i0 j0 ðgÞ
h i�

¼ h
ln
δi;i0δj;j0δμ;μ0 ; (12)

where h is the number of elements g∈ G, and ln is the dimension
of the irrep.
These symmetry-adapted basis vectors are prime candidates for

perturbations that break some, but not all, distortion symmetry
because they have the symmetry that transforms as the kernel of
the associated irrep: if Dμ

ii0 ðgÞ ¼ δi;i0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ ln (for one-
dimensional irreps, this simply means that Dμ(R)= [1]), g leaves
wμ

i unchanged and is thus a symmetry operation of wμ
i .

As mentioned, it is important to note that the unstable
displacive modes that could be generated for a path would
transform as a specific irrep of its distortion symmetry group. Due
to this, they would be able to be expressed as a linear
combination of the described symmetry-adapted basis vectors
of the subspace associated with that particular irrep. Perturbing a
path with these provides a feasible, systematic, and accurate
alternative to perturbing with unstable modes that may exist.
One way to generate symmetry-adapted basis vectors is

through the method of projection operators.4,5 A projection
operator P̂μkl is an operator that transforms a basis vector wμ

l
corresponding to the symmetry invariant subspace associated
with Dμ into another basis vector wμ

k of the same subspace4:

P̂μklw
μ
l ¼ wμ

k : (13)

To obtain these operators, let the projection operator be written
as the linear combination of symmetry operations g:

P̂μkl ¼
ln
h

X

g2G
AklðgÞg; (14)

where Akl(g) is a constant. By substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (13), we
obtain:

ln
h

X

g2G
AklðgÞgwμ

l ¼ wμ
k : (15)

Multiplying both sides by wμ
k

� �T
then yields

ln
h

X

g2G
AklðgÞ wμ

k

� �T
gwμ

l ¼ wμ
k

� �T
wμ

k ; (16)

ln
h

X

g2G
AklðgÞDμ

klðgÞ ¼ 1: (17)

Using the orthonormality relation in Eq. (12), Akl(g) can then be
written as:

AklðgÞ ¼ ln
h

Dμ
klðgÞ

� ��
: (18)

This finally allows us to write the projection operator P̂μkl as:

P̂μkl ¼
ln
h

X

g2G
Dμ
klðgÞ

� ��
g: (19)
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It is important to note that applying the projection operator P̂μkk
(which maps to wμ

k to itself) to an arbitrary vector generates the
orthogonal projection of said vector onto wμ

k . For irreps with ln > 1,

we can also generate the other basis vectors by applying P̂ðΓnÞkl to
wμ

l once it is projected out of an arbitrary vector.
To generate a symmetry-adapted perturbation to a path with a

distortion symmetry group G that transforms as irrep Dμ, P̂μkk is
applied to the basis vectors of distortion space. This will project
out of each basis vector the component of the symmetry-adapted
basis vector wμ

k of Wμ⊂ U:

P̂μkkd
j
i ¼ cjiw

μ
k ; (20)

where cji is a constant.
By applying the operator to every basis vector of U, all basis

vectors of Wμ can be generated. However, repeats of symmetry-
adapted basis vectors are likely to be generated, from which one
of each linearly independent vector can be chosen to construct
the perturbation. For subspaces of dimension larger than one, or
for multiple subspaces that may exist in a particular DU, a
perturbation created from the linear combination of the basis
vectors with different random coefficients will bring the path
symmetry down to that of the kernel of the irrep. However, in the
former case, path symmetries corresponding to epikernels may be
imposed with specific weights for each vector, which can also be
exploited to explore higher symmetries if desired.
It should be noted that the sum in Eq. (19) that runs over all

group elements g∈ G is infinite for distortion groups that include
translational symmetry for periodic structures. This is circum-
vented by choosing a unit cell of the structure, imposing periodic
boundary conditions by using a fractional coordinate system, and
only summing over symmetry elements within that cell. Depend-
ing on the irrep that is chosen to construct the perturbation, the
cell choice becomes an important consideration. For irreps at b ≠
(0, 0, 0), where b is a reciprocal lattice vector in the first Brillouin
zone (see Supplementary Note 1), perturbations will result in a loss
of translational symmetry, and a cell must be chosen such that this
is accommodated. To help with this, we can use the fact that the
elements Dμ(g)kk can be written as

Dμ
kkðgÞ ¼ e�ib�ADμ

kkðrÞ; (21)

where r consists of the rotation and nonelementary translational
parts of the element g∈ G, and A is a vector of the elementary
translational component.5–7 Once b is chosen, if the term e−ib⋅A ≠
1 for a particular translation vector A, and for all b in the star of the
group of the wave-vector (see Supplementary Note 1), it is those
symmetries that will be broken for perturbations constructed with
any irrep associated with b. In response, a supercell should be
chosen that explicitly includes atoms generated from elements
with elementary translations A.
To enable the use of the methods described thus far, the

projection operator approach to generating the symmetry-
adapted perturbations was implemented into a Python package
called DiSPy (https://github.com/munrojm/DiSPy). This utility has
been made to interface with many of the most popular software
packages that support the NEB method, and allows for the
generation of images describing perturbed initial paths that can
then be used with the regular NEB algorithm.
To identify standard spatial symmetries from which the path

symmetry group is generated, the well-documented and open-
source SPGLIB package (https://atztogo.github.io/spglib) is uti-
lized. In order to employ projection operators, the matrix
representation of all distortion group elements for any given
irrep is required. Since nonmagnetic distortion groups are
isomorphic to space groups, the listing containing irrep matrices
for all of the space groups by Stokes et al.8 is used.
A flowchart illustrating the function of DiSPy is presented in Fig.

2. First, the elements of the distortion group of an inputted initial

path are generated from the spatial symmetry elements of the
space groups of the individual images obtained using SPGLIB.
These consist of matrix−vector pairs representing the symmetry
operations of the group in the fraction crystal basis of the inputted
structures. Next, these matrices and vectors are transformed into
the standard basis of the isomorphic space group as defined in
the International Tables of Crystallography (ITA).9 Using the
specific irrep designated by the user, the irrep matrices can then
be looked up using these standardized matrix−vector pairs. From
here, symmetry-adapted perturbations for the given irrep are
generated using projection operators and the basis vectors of the
distortion space. These are subsequently applied to the images of
the path. Finally, the elements of the new distortion symmetry
group are obtained, and the perturbed images are outputted.
To illustrate the described procedure, NEB calculations are

applied to the study of ferroelectric switching pathways in LiNbO3,
with the first example consisting of uniform bulk switching.
Although this provides a simplistic model of how switching will
proceed in the material, it can still produce useful insight into the
kinds of atomic motion that may be involved.
LiNbO3 is a ferroelectric material with wide use in optical,

electro-optical, and piezoelectric applications.10 Below 1480 K, it
exists in a polar ground state with rhombohedral symmetry (R3c),
and above, in a nonpolar paraelectric phase (R3c).11 The origin of
its ferroelectricity can be attributed to a polar mode associated
with the Li cations being displaced along the threefold
rhombohedral axis. Reversing the polarization of the structure
then involves the motion of these cations along this axis from one

Fig. 2 Flowchart illustrating the steps taken by DiSPy to generate
perturbed initial paths for the NEB algorithm
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oxygen octahedra to another (see Fig. 3). This switching behavior
has previously been explored using density-functional theory
calculations by Ye and Vanderbilt.12 Due to the simplicity of the
system, two options for a coherent switching pathway were put
forward and studied: one in which the two Li cations move
simultaneously (this is obtained by a simple linear interpolation
between the images in Fig. 3), and one in which they move
sequentially for at least some portion of the path. For the pathway
resulting from simultaneous motion, the intermediate image is
that of the high-temperature paraelectric structure (R3c), and for
the sequential pathway, it is a lower symmetry structure with R3
symmetry.12 In order to calculate the energy profile of the
sequential path, DFT calculations were run to obtain the total
energy of the static structures at various points along the reaction
pathway.12 To incorporate the sequential motion of the Li cations
into the calculations, structural optimizations of the static images
were completed with the Li atoms frozen in place at various
positions along the threefold axis. The resulting sequential path
showed a lower energy profile than that of the path with
simultaneous motion, revealing the surprising fact that the
midpoint of the switching path is not identified with the high-
symmetry paraelectric structure of R3c.
Although the above result was obtained without the use of the

NEB method, the problem can be simplified by its use alongside
the consideration of distortion symmetry. Choosing the simulta-
neous (linear interpolated) path as the starting point for an NEB
calculation, the high-energy profile shown in Fig. 4b is produced.
As mentioned, since the NEB algorithm cannot break the
distortion symmetry of a path, the group of the path is conserved
throughout the calculation. This, in turn, makes the sequential
path of lower energy inaccessible without perturbation. To find
the distortion group, the space group of each of the images is
obtained. These are listed above each of the image illustrations for
the linear path outlined in black in Fig. 4c. Next, the elements of H
and A can be found as,

H ¼ f1; 3þ111; 3�111; n101; n110; n011g; (22)

A ¼ f1; 2101; 2110; 2011; 3
þ
111; 3

�
111g; (23)

written in ITA9 notation in the rhobohedral cell basis. Finally, the
distortion group can be obtained:

G ¼ H ∪ 1�A ¼ R3
�
c: (24)

By considering the nontrivial irreps of the group R3
�
c, symmetry-

adapted perturbations to the initial relaxed path can be
constructed and applied. Since the path images contain just the
primitive rhombohedral cell, only nontrivial irreps at Γ, b= (0, 0, 0),
can be used, as no perturbations that break translational
symmetry can be accommodated. The characters of the matrices
in these irreps can be seen in the character table shown in Fig. 4a.
The full irrep matrices can be found using the listing by Stokes
et al., and projection operators can then be used to generate
perturbations to the path. For most of the perturbations (those
constructed using the irreps highlighted in black in Fig. 4a),
running NEB calculation simply returns the path back to the path
with a distortion group of R3

�
c. However, for the new initial path

resulting from perturbing with symmetry-adapted basis vectors
constructed with the Γ2+ irrep (see Fig. 4c), the lower energy
sequential path is obtained. This path has a distortion symmetry
group of R3

�
, which is equal to that of the kernel of Γ2+ (Fig. 4a).

From here, further perturbations are able to be applied to the
newly obtained path. Using the irreps of the groups R3

�
,

symmetry-adapted perturbations are constructed and applied to
the respective relaxed paths. NEB calculations are then run
resulting in all final paths returning to the initial R3

�
. This indicates

that there are no additional lower energy paths of similar
character to be found.
In order to construct perturbations using other high-symmetry

b-vectors, a 2 × 2 × 2 rhombohedral supercell can instead be used
for all of the images in the initial R3

�
c path. In turn, this allows for

the exploration of the potential ways in which coordinated motion
between different unit cells can reduce cost of switching.
An illustration of the supercell can be seen in Fig. 5a. Running

NEB calculations on the initial R3
�
c path results in the energy

profile shown in black in Fig. 5b. Choosing the F reciprocal lattice
point at b= (1/2, 1/2, 0), path perturbations can then be
generated. The loss of translational symmetry can be identified
by the three b-vectors in the star of the wave-vector b= (1/2, 1/2,
0), (0, 1/2, 1/2), (1/2, 0, 1/2) (see Supplementary Note 1). Since only
unit translation vectors of A= (0, 0, 0) and A= (1, 1, 1) result in
e−ib⋅A= 1, all other unit translations in the supercell will be broken
after perturbation. Furthermore, it is important to note that all
irreps associated with the F-point are three-dimensional. Conse-
quently, three symmetry-adapted basis vectors will be generating
from applying the projection operators, which in linear combina-
tion will make up the final path perturbation. Since we would like
to perturb to the kernel symmetry of each irrep, a random and
different coefficient for each is chosen.
After constructing perturbations with both F-point irreps, two

new lower energy paths are obtained that both have trivial path
symmetry groups (P1). Both are similar in character, and their
energy profiles can be seen in Fig. 5b. In each case, the switching
process proceeds in a stepwise manor, with different pairs of unit
cells switching simultaneously. In both paths, the two Li atoms in
each primitive cell move together, and their displacement from
their positions in the high-symmetry R3c structure is plotted in Fig.
5c for the path resulting from perturbing with the F2− irrep. The
same procedure has also been completed for the sequential path
with R3

�
symmetry. Two paths with lower energy than the initial

path are also found, and their energy profiles are plotted in Fig.
5b. Similar coordinated motion between Li atoms across primitive
cells can be seen, but instead with four of the eight cells
transitioning at a time. The Li displacements have also been
plotted and can be seen in Supplementary Figs 2 and 3. Overall,
the exhibited coordinated motion between different primitive
cells shown in all of the obtained paths allows for a lowering of

Fig. 3 The initial and final states of the primitive unit cell for bulk
polarization switching in LiNbO3. Arrows indicate the direction of
the polarization along [111]. The switching process consists of
coordinated motion along this threefold axis of the Li cations as
they move from one oxygen octahedra to another
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the maximum switching barrier, and may inform how nucleation
and growth switching processes could begin at the unit cell scale
at domain walls in the material.
In order to evaluate the paths further, Born effective charge

tensors (Z) for all of the images in the path can be used alongside
atomic displacements to calculate mode effective charge vectors
and electric dipole moment changes as a function of reaction
coordinate. In general, mode effective charge vectors are (Z)13

calculated using phonon eigenvectors, and give a sense of how
strongly a given mode will couple to an applied electric field.14

Here, we utilize inter-image displacive modes (u) of the atoms in
the calculation to give sense of how strongly a path will couple to
a field applied along different directions. Consequently, we have
elected to call this quantity the “path effective charge”. The α-
component of this vector for image m can be expressed as,

Z
m
α ¼

X

i

X

β

Zm
i;αβu

m
i;β; (25)

where,

um
i ¼ rmþ1

i � rmi
jrmþ1
i � rmi j

: (26)

Here, it is important to note that the atomic position vector rmi of
atom i in image m is expressed in a Cartesian basis. The x, y, and z
directions in this coordinate system are represented by α and β,
and correspond to directions along [111], ½110�, and ½112� in the
rhombohedral basis shown in Fig. 5a, respectively. To calculate
electric dipole moment changes, the expression for the displace-
ment vectors um

i in Eq. (26) must be taken without normalization.
Both sets of data have been calculated for all of the paths shown
in Fig. 5a using Born effective charge tensors obtained via density-
functional perturbation theory (DFPT) calculations, and are plotted
in Fig. 6. The results show slightly lower peak mode effective
charge values for the lowest energy paths with P1 symmetry in the
x-direction compared to the high-energy R3

�
c and R3

�
paths.

However, although images at 0.5 < |λ| ≤ 1.0 for all of these paths sit
at similar energies, the higher energy paths indicate very low
electric field coupling along the same direction in this region
compared to the P1 paths. This suggests that the lowest energy
paths found are important to consider when discussing ferro-
electric switching induced by an electric field along the polar [111]
direction in LiNbO3.
In this paper, we have presented the mathematical formalism of

the distortion symmetry method described by Munro et al.2 By

Fig. 4 Path perturbations and NEB data for bulk ferroelectric switching in LiNbO3. a Character table of the distortion symmetry group of the
initial simultaneous path (R3

�
c) at b ¼ ð0;0;0Þ. Perturbations constructed for a specific irrep will reduce the path symmetry to that of the

kernel shown in the last column. b The energy relative to the initial and final state as a function of reaction coordinate for the simultaneous
(R3

�
c) and sequential (R3

�
) pathways obtained from NEB calculations. The sequential path is obtained by perturbing the initial relaxed path

using symmetry-adapted perturbations constructed from the Γþ2 irrep. c Snapshots of images along the relaxed simultaneous and sequential
pathways given by the NEB algorithm. The R3

�
c and R3

�
pathways are illustrated by a black and blue outline, respectively. The space group of

each image is shown above it. Perturbations to the initial R3
�
c path are shown for the atoms involved in the distortion (Li and O). Black, brown,

green, and orange arrows indicate perturbations along [111], [121], [112], and [211], respectively
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considering the distortion space for a given path, projection
operators can be applied to generate symmetry-adapted basis
vectors of its symmetry-invariant subspaces. These basis vectors
can then be used to perturb a path, reducing its symmetry to that
of the kernel of the irreducible representation associated with a
particular subspace. In turn, this allows one to break free of the
distortion symmetry conservation exhibited by the NEB algorithm,
induce path instabilities, and explore additional low-energy paths
that may exist. The described procedure has been implemented
into a Python package called DiSPy (https://github.com/munrojm/
DiSPy), and has been applied to bulk ferroelectric switching in
LiNbO3. Previously reported paths are recreated, with additional
low-energy paths found that involve the breaking of translation
symmetry. These provide insight into the coordinated motion of
atoms across unit cells that may be involved in the switching
process. We foresee the generation and application of symmetry-

adapted perturbations being an integral part of NEB calculations
in the future. Furthermore, we envision possible extensions to the
distortion symmetry framework that involve other types of
symmetry such as distortion translation.15,16

METHODS
All NEB17 calculations were completed using the Vienna Ab Initio
Simulation Package (VASP)18–21 after obtaining the optimized geometries
of the end state structures. All perturbations were generated and applied
using the DiSPy package, and were normalized such that the
maximum displacement of any one atom along any of the
rhombohedral cell vector directions was set to 0.05 Å.
All first-principles calculations were completed using the revised Perdew

−Burke−Ernzerhof generalized-gradient approximation functional22 (PBE-
sol) that has been shown to improve the properties of densely packed

Fig. 5 Path perturbations using other reciprocal lattice vectors. a Illustration of the unit cell and 2 × 2 × 2 supercell of LiNbO3. The high-
symmetry structure with R3c symmetry is shown, along with the positions of all the Li atoms in each of the eight primitive rhombohedral unit
cells. Arrows and labels indicate atomic displacements of Li from the high-symmetry positions. b The energy relative to the initial and final
state as a function of reaction coordinate for the simultaneous (R3

�
c) and sequential (R3

�
) paths, as well as the lower energy paths from their

perturbation. Paths found by perturbing the simultaneous and sequential paths are shown with solid and dotted lines respectively. The
perturbations were obtained using symmetry-adapted basis vectors constructed from the F2− and F1− irreps of R3

�
c and the F1− and F1+ irreps

of R3
�
. c Plot of the displacement of both Li atoms within each primitive rhombohedral unit cell along each of the cell vectors in panel (a) as a

function of reaction coordinate for the blue path in panel (b). The high-symmetry structure with R3c symmetry is taken as reference. What is
illustrated is a switching process with a lower overall energy barrier that involves the stepwise transition of different pairs of primitive cells
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solids. A 6 × 6 × 6 and 3 × 3 × 3 k-point mesh was used for the unit cell and
supercell calculations, respectively. A 600 eV plane-wave cutoff was used
for all calculations, with an energy error threshold of 1 × 10−6 and 1 × 10−5

eV being used for the geometry optimization and NEB calculations,
respectively. Both types of calculations were run until forces were below
0.001 and 0.01 eV Å−1, respectively. The projector augmented wave
method was used to represent the ionic cores. There were 3 electrons
for Li (1s22s2), 13 electrons for Nb (4s24p64d45s1), and 6 electrons for O
(2s22p4) treated explicitly.

DATA AVAILABILITY
The data that supports the findings of this study are available from the
corresponding author upon request.
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(https://github.com/munrojm/DiSPy).
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Fig. 6 Mode effective charge and electric dipole change vector components as a function of reaction coordinate for all of the paths shown in
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[111], ½110�, and ½112� in the rhombohedral basis shown in Fig. 5a. While slightly lower peak values for the “mode effective” charges are shown
for the lowest energy paths with P1 symmetry shown in blue and red, higher values are indicated for images at 0.5 < |λ| ≤ 1.0 compared to the
high-energy R3

�
c and R3

�
paths. This indicates stronger coupling to an electric field in this region along the [111] rhombohedral axis
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